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The DSR Science to Measurement Requirements Chapter

Four Science Requirements (we called them ‘goals’)
#1



#2



#3



#4





Aside on nomenclature
Legacy Survey 6= Deep and Wide Survey

“Legacy Survey” is the whole thing, viewed 
as enabling Legacy Survey science goals.

Note that the ultra-deep high-resolution survey 
(aka “de-lensing survey”) 

is part of the Legacy Survey



Measurement Requirements
We’ll take Deep & Wide High-Resolution survey as an example

Map area: 
• Driven by Neff goal 
• Pushes to widest area possible 
• We investigated sky coverage with 
Reijo’s observation simulations.



Measurement Requirements
We’ll take Deep & Wide High-Resolution survey as an example

Frequency Distribution: 



Measurement Requirements
We’ll take Deep & Wide High-Resolution survey as an example

Angular Resolution: Examined impact 
of variation of aperture size away from 
reference design 6m



Measurement Requirements
We’ll take Deep & Wide High-Resolution survey as an example

Total map weight: With the given 
frequency distribution, angular resolution, 
and amount of sky we can access, we 
made these forecasts:

Conclusion: we need at least 
the total weight (and angular 
resolution and sky area) of 
the reference design to 
make our Neff goal



Measurement Requirements
We’ll take Deep & Wide High-Resolution survey as an example

Cadence: Sole 
driver is the 
GRB afterglows 
goal

decays in ~few days



Measurement Requirements
We’ll take Deep & Wide High-Resolution survey as an example

Cadence: Sole 
driver is the 
GRB afterglows 
goal

From obs strat 
used for 
forecasting

From obs strat Reijo 
found that delivers 
desired cadence + 
uniform coverage 



To do list for our December 
2020 Baseline document

• Actually optimize the frequency distribution 

• Similar to DSR or will we actually flow down from galaxy cluster goal? 

• Demonstrate survey can deliver Neff goal with  

• better modeling of galactic foregrounds 

• an observing strategy that achieves desired cadence 

• some margin built in? should we adjust requirement to 0.033? do we have a goal and a 
requirement (with goal more ambitious)? 

• demonstration that elmin = 30 degrees is ok (noise models good? nonlinear detector 
response OK?). go to lower elmin? 

• demonstrated capability to measure beams sufficiently well 

• Couple optimizations (e.g., ang. resolution and total weight) with cost models? How do we 
get these?  

• Set requirements on systematic errors ==> requires input from technical side (a low-
dimensional parameterization)



Example: DESI CD-1 Requirements 
Document (available on CMB-S4 wiki)
• Their document is only 19 pages with only 5 references! 

• Their L1 goals all had to do with BAO. This was a 
simplification that greatly reduced the amount of 
flowdown work to be done, and even allowed them to 
avoid simulations.  

• Sky available drove coverage to maximal which set 
their science goals (errors on D(z) and H(z)). 

• They then flowed those science goals to measurement 
requirements and then technical requirements.



Thoughts on Schedule
• Early 2020: Define handful of instrument designs for simulation, 

define sky models, and make all choices about how to simulate. 

• From now to June 2020: develop capabilities to analyze simulated 
maps, exercise them on Dec 2019 reference design and 
subsequent simulated maps 

• June 2020: Perform analyses of baseline set of simulated maps. 

• June to September 2020 From these analyses, and other relevant 
analyses, produce conclusions that are actionable regarding 
instrument design. 

• September 2020: Settle on a final baseline design for simulation 
and analysis.



High-level Questions
• What is required for the baseline requirements document? What historical 

examples are useful as guides?  

• Do we want to revisit any science goals? 

• Do we want to add a science goal, or alter an existing one, that will drive 
resolution of the ultra-deep high-resolution survey?  

• Should we set sigma(Neff) = 0.03 as a goal, and 0.033 as a requirement? 

• What aspects of flowdown require spectral domain Fisher analyses? map-
based sims? time-stream sims? Will we follow a hybrid approach of fast, more 
approximate methods, cross-checked in particular cases with more 
sophisticated simulations? 

•  How do we specify requirements on systematic errors in a map? 

• How do we make sure our plan for science to measurement flowdown is useful 
for the measurement to technical flowdown? 

• How do we structure the work to motivate people to get it done? What papers 
are worth writing based on the flowdown work.




